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KEY TAKEAWAYS 
On February 14th - 16th, 2018 the National Operations center of excellence hosted the SPaT Challenge 
peer exchange in Utah DOT headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah. In this peer exchange the State DOTs 
discussed and shared the successes and challenges of deploying SPaT Challenge. This document provides 
a summary of the peer exchange conversation and content in the following subjects:  

1. Topic 1: SPaT Procurement & Deployment (Hardware & Software) 
o Procurement 
o Implementation procedure and testing  
o Licensing 
o Vendors/equipment 
o Vendor Interoperability 

 
2. Topic 2: MAP Message Development 

o Map creation methods 
o MAP level of accuracy 
o MAP message creator tool 
o  The Utah DSRC MMITSS Project  

 
3. Topic 3: General notes on SPaT Challenge  

o Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) perspective on SPaT & CV 
o Partnerships 
o Other connected vehicle applications 
o Other topics 
o Future topics 
o Potential Future Resources 

 
Appendix 

o Appendix A, summary table of SPaT Challenge status updates from states 
o Appendix B, field demo & media coverage 

Representatives from the following agencies participated in this peer exchange: 

• Michigan DOT  
• California DOT  
• Utah DOT 
• Maricopa County (MCDOT), AZ 
• University of Arizona  

• Texas DOT  
• Florida DOT 
• Carnegie-Mellon University 
• V2I Deployment Coalition 
• Leidos, USDOT 
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• Toyota 

Attendees, representing eight regions and a total of eleven agencies, each presented on specific 
experiences and best practices for deploying SPaT Challenge. Several documents, reports, and 
presentations were shared as part of this peer exchange that can be found on NOCoE’s Peer Exchange 
Webpage. See a summary of agency status on deploying SPaT challenge in Appendix A and the field 
demo media coverage in Appendix B. Click here to view the SPaT Challenge Progress through an 
interactive map on NOCoE’s website. 

 

TOPIC 1: SPAT PROCUREMENT & DEPLOYMENT  
PROCUREMENT 

• Florida DOT (FDOT) has recently published a request for proposals (RFPs) specifying 
requirements for vendors to meet. After reviewing proposals and scoring them, FDOT came up 
with a short list of vendors, asking them to bring their equipment to showcase and test it for 
FDOT. The short list scoring and ranking was announced to the vendors, which made the 
vendors with lower score less likely to come to DOT and do the testing. It was a lesson learned 
for Florida DOT to not disclose the scoring results to the vendors. 
 

• Another lesson that Florida DOT learned was that the procurement process took longer than 
they expected. It is easy if you know what you should do but figuring out what to do is hard. 
Understanding Federal Communications Commission (FCC) process is a critical part of the 
procurement. CAD sheets may say RSU is FCC compliant but vendor may not have obtained the 
official permit from FCC. 
 

• Procurement specification in the request for proposals depends on the application the agency 
wants to implement. Since we have different application it is hard to specify the needs in the 
procurement document based on other agency RFPs.  
 

• It can be helpful to request Software Development Kit (SDK) in the procurement process. This 
can be helpful in having options with the applications and reducing the need for a separate 
procurement. 
 

• It is a concern for agencies with lower budgets (i.e. cities and counties) to deploy the SPaT 
challenge since they do not have sufficient resources to put in the time themselves or the 
budget to hire a consultant.  
 

https://transportationops.org/spatchallenge/
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• When ordering RSU equipment, agencies need to check if it has the Signal Request Message 
(SRM)/ Signal Status Message (SSM) capabilities otherwise it has to be done manually.  
 

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE AND TESTING 
A significant challenge associated with the deployment of any ITS equipment is testing and calibration. 
With the SPaT Challenge, many agencies have experienced difficulties associated with their planned 
deployment timelines due to inconsistent testing procedures, which results in a mismatch of 
expectations between the DOT and the contractor(s) responsible for deployment and maintenance. The 
steps below are the initial makings of a standardized testing procedure that could be built into a 
procurement document for DSRC and SPaT equipment. Note that these are high-level categorical 
considerations only; individual agencies would still need to decide if each of the elements make sense 
within the context of their own business processes, and what the specifics associated with each step 
would entail.  

1. Functional Capabilities 
a. Broadcast SPaT 
b. Broadcast MAP 
c. Receive Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) (required for 4.1 spec) 
d. Application-specific requirements (optional) 

i. Software development kit (SDK) 
ii. Documentation 

iii. Feature Set 1, Feature Set 2, etc. 
2. Certification testing 

a. Devices (external/vendor-supplied) 
3. Unit-level testing 
4. Local testing/field calibration 
5. System integration testing 

a. Confirm message set from RSU 
6. Application testing 

a. Application output testing (potentially led by OEMs) 

7. Operational troubleshooting 

The testing procedures depend on the maturity of standards that is currently under development. 
The traffic controller testing process is a very similar process if not the same.  

The CAMP specifications are met when data is received within minimum of 300 feet range (and 
more). This requirement is met for the agencies present at the peer exchange that have deployed 
CV DSRC road side units that broadcast SPaT (Arizona , Michigan, Utah, Florida, and California). 

https://transportationops.org/content/spat-challenge-verification-document
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LICENSING 
• There are two steps for licensing the equipment: 

o First: A parent license for the region 
o Second: Registering the radios and antennas by site/equipment 

• Other licensing requirements: if the site is near military base, the 5.9 spectrum will be co-used 
with the military and the agency needs additional permits to make sure you're not interfering 
with military’s work. 
 

• FCC license registration database can be used as a resource to find agencies who have a 
registered licensed RSU.  
 

• Licensing flexibility: Utah DOT has put the name all three equipment vendors in their license 
request so that they have the flexibility to change RSUs if needed. 

VENDORS/EQUIPMENT 
• Vendors are also learning as they go through this process. Maricopa (MC) DOT has had a 

successful relationship with the vendors, seeing them as their partners and has collaborated 
with them and supported them until they are more familiar with the process.  
 

• There are several antennas on RSU (e.g. GPS/DSRC/BLUTOOTH/XM (primary and diversity)). The 
Lear RSU does not work inside the building because there are no GPS signals. 
 

• It would be helpful to have vendor qualified list at a national and even international level. This 
list could identify the Roadside Units and On the Board Units vendors/models that meet the 
minimum requirements and their respective compatible controller vendors/models. 

VENDOR INTEROPERABILITY 
• There are two approaches in selecting the vendors when deploying SPaT challenge: 1- Choose 

the same vendor for On the Board Unit (OBU) and Roadside Unit (RSU) (examples: Arizona and 
Florida) 2- Choosing different brands and dealing with interoperability issues (Utah). The CAMP 
verification document suggest using different OBU and RSU vendors to ensure interoperability. 
 

• One potential resource for state DOTs could be a list of vendor equipment brands and whether 
or not they were compatible with one another 
 

• It is crucial for an agency to document steps taken to resolve interoperability issues since this 
could save a lot of staff time and make the process more efficient  

https://transportationops.org/content/spat-challenge-verification-document
https://transportationops.org/content/spat-challenge-verification-document
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TOPIC 2: MAP MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT 
MAP CREATION METHODS 
The following methods/procedures are used for creating a map: 

• Manual creation 
• FHWA MAP Creation Tool 
• UDOT approach 

o C++ process 
• Mobile Lidar point clouds /HD map (There was a pooled fund study to create a LIDAR equipped 

device. Results: The map that was created was not exactly what we wanted) 
• Aerial photography  
• Private industry has high accuracy mapping capabilities (Should we work with them initially?) 

FHWA’s Intersection MAP and SPaT creator tool has the support service where users can ask questions 
and receive support. This will allow submitting support and demonstration requests, reporting and 
tracking bugs, requesting new features, and providing feedback. 

The level of effort for using MAP creator tool, is different by agency.  

• In Florida DOT, previous webinars were used for educating the users. It seems to be a straight 
forward process for FDOT, first time it may take up to 90 minutes, then it may take about 45 
minutes.  

• For Michigan, it may take 4 hours to half day.  
• Arizona had to create the MAP manually before the tool was created initially. Currently, it takes 

one day for undergraduate student to create the map.  

MAP LEVEL OF ACCURACY 
The need for GPS correction messages, specified through standards developed by the Radio Technical 
Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM), depends on the application that agency is targeting for. For 
current MMITTS applications, lane detection is sufficient and there’s no need for accurate vehicle 
positioning. RTCM differential corrections are needed for applications in need of pedestrian/bike 
detection. RTCM corrections are not needed just for intersections but also at non-intersection 
deployments in mainline. These corrections may have been already implemented in other industries and 
accomplishing it may be not that hard. 

The transportation industry needs a standard/recommended practice for mapping methods; How good 
of a map do we need that would cover most of the connected vehicles applications? The number of 
nodes and level of accuracy and distance from intersection depends on the application we use (e.g. 
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MMITTSS vs traffic count). It would be good if a resource could be created that included a template map 
for each application. What is the recommended level of accuracy for the following connected vehicle 
applications? 

• In-vehicle applications 

o Red light violation warning (Stop-bar accuracy) 

o Signalized left turn assist 

o Equal approach in departure (TOSCO) 

• QA/QC needs 
o Real-time operations needs 

• Validation of traffic movements 
o Lane accuracy against vehicle movements 
o (Monitoring the quality of map) 

It would be good to form a conversation between Infrastructure Owner and Operators (IOOs) and 
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) about the MAP needs. Michigan DOT process could be used 
as a starting point for newer agencies. Additionally, CMU is a good example to follow and see how they 
create accurate maps (which includes pedestrian/bike recognition) 

MAP MESSAGE CREATOR TOOL 
• USDOT has developed a tool library using SAE J2735 3/2016 that consists of the following: 

o ISD Message Creator (Intersection MAP and SPaT): This tool allows a user to define the 
lanes and approaches of an intersection using a graphical interface. Once designed, the 
user can encode an ISD, MAP, or SPaT message as an ASN.1 UPER Hex string. 

o Message Validator (for SDC/SDW messages): Use this tool to check versions of messages 
for accuracy against the specifications and standards prior to depositing into a 
warehouse. 

o TIM Message Creator (Traveler Information): This tool allows users to build traveler 
information messages regarding sign and work zone details using a graphical interface. 
Once designed, the user can encode a TIM message as an ASN.1 UPER Hex string and 
deposit it to the SDW warehouse. 

• The tools are Open source and free for download with a system support team. 
• For a recorded tutorial on how to use MAP creator tool, refer to webinar, SPaT Challenge: MAP 

Creator Tool (April 24, 2018 1:00pm – 2:30pm ET) 
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THE UTAH DSRC MMITSS PROJECT  
The Utah DSRC MMITSS project goal is to provide conditional bus transit priority to improve schedule 
reliability. DSRC equipment was installed on a 11-mile urban arterial corridor (24 intersections). 
Currently, SPaT and MAP are broadcasting at each of these intersections. The MMITSS Operation 
includes the following steps (simplified): 

• Bus comes into range of DSRC at intersection 

o Connects to system 

o Receives SPaT and MAP data 

• GPS reports bus location 

o MMITSS determines bus location in lane, distance to signal 

• MMITSS queries bus schedule system 

o If bus is late, MMITSS generates request for priority 

o Priority request is sent to roadside 

• MMITSS-AZ (Free Mode): Algorithm manages signal operation to accommodate bus priority 
request. MMITSS-Utah: Sends priority request to controller 

o Sends National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation System 
Protocol (NTCIP) command to controller – sets input PIN 

Currently, four buses are equipped with OBUs on Utah’s Bus Route 217. With the MMITSS in place, Utah 
DOT is aiming to increase schedule reliability from 86% to 94%. A before-after study will be conducted in 
future to analyze the effect of this program after acquiring a reasonable-sized dataset.  Click here to 
download the Utah DSRC MMITSS project slides. 

https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/Utah%20DSRC%20MMITSS%20Project%20Overview%2002.14.18%20-%20NOCoE%20Peer%20Exchange.pdf
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Getting the data out of the controller a step of the process that needs some investment of time and 
energy. The technology is not at the Plug and play level. The states experiences are described below:  

o Utah DOT experience 

• SPaT data contains elements that are not readily available 

• The data was processed and the right spat message was created out of it 

o Michigan DOT experience 

• Vendors have controller firmware that can be requested to do this process 
automatically (it will be available soon). It depends on the version/brand of the 
controller (older ones don't have it) 

NMAP file creation: MMITSS uses NMAP files to create J2735 MAP Messages. Some of the documents 
referenced for NMAP file creation are: 

• MMITSS Final ConOps Applications User Guide” – University of Arizona and others, Version 3.0, 
October 21, 2012 

• “MMITSS Field Applications User Guide” – University of Arizona, Version 1.0, July 7, 2015 
• “Signal Phase and Timing and Related Message Binary Format (BLOB) Details” – FHWA Office of 

Operations Research and Development, Draft February 17, 2012  
• An example of a NMAP file – MMITSS Source Code Configuration Files directory 

Some of the software tools and imagery used in NMAP creation are: 

• ESRI ArcMap GIS Application 
• Google 6 Inch per Pixel Satellite Imagery (validated by field surveys) 
• Microsoft Excel 
• Notepad++ file editor (solution for carriage/line feed character issue) 
• NMAP File Parser / Validation (C++ application) 

Future needs for making the process more efficient: 

• Best Practices Guide for collecting intersection geometry. 
• Best Practices Guide for creating MAP Data. 
• Methodology for automating MAP Data messages / files. 
• Validation of MAP Data Messages / files. 
• Human readable form of MAP Data (XML / JSON). 
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Some of the lessons learned in the Utah DOT experience: 

• Good informative documentation is a must. A lot of time was spent determining what needed to 
be in the NMAP file: where information for the attribute bit field attributions could be found; 
how many lane nodes should be created for each lane; and other “gotcha’s”. Searching on the 
internet was done to obtain the above mentioned information along with making phone calls to 
people. Better documentation could have solved these problems and lessened the learning 
curve on how to create a NMAP file. 

• NMAP file size is limited to approximately 1300 bytes. This limitation is due to the message 
packet size being sent from one DSRC radio to another DSRC radio. This size limitation issue 
required the number of lane nodes to be kept at a minimum. Future Map Data compression 
algorithms should reduce these size limitations 

• The manual workflow process has given insight into how the process could be sped up using 
software to automate some of the tasks in creating a NMAP file. 

• Intersections under construction.  

Click here to see slides about UDOT’s methodology for creating NMAP files. 

Although FHWA’s MAP creator tool covers most cases, NMAP method can help with special cases with 
Location Challenges such as: 

• Under construction intersections, work zones 
• Curved approaches 
• Weather that impacts lane configuration (e.g. snow) 

 

TOPIC 3: GENERAL NOTES ON SPAT CHALLENGE  
OEM/TOYOTA PERSPECTIVE ON CV 

• Toyota has launched ITS Connect program since Oct. 2015 in Japan. This system utilizes 
dedicated 760 MHz ITS frequency to provide drivers with information about traffic signal, and 
about the presence of pedestrians and other vehicles in blind spots that cannot be detected 
onboard sensors. One of the differences between US and Japan is that there Japan has more 
investment in its infrastructure (Signals are utilized with radar and camera that is used for non-
connected vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles) 

• In Japan, one radio (one channel) is used in Toyota OBUs for 6 major applications; There are four 
V2I and two V2V applications currently implemented (Additional applications are underway). 

• There are several efforts in the industry in support of a Connected and Automated future. 
NCHRP 20-102(12) [Active], Business Models to Facilitate Deployment of CV Infrastructure to 

https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/Utah%20DOT%20-%20Creating%20Road%20Intersection%20MAP%20Data%20for%20MMITSS%2002.15.2018%20-%20NOCoE%20Peer%20Exchange.pdf
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Support AV Operations is an ongoing project that is looking into monitory value for V2I 
adaptation. Also, it was very encouraging for OEMs to see the strong message of support for 
DSRC in the coalition for safety sooner letter. When 5G technology comes to the market, it will 
supplement and complement DSRC.  

• DSRC is a very complicated technology and it will be a very hard and time consuming process for 
USDOT and NHTSA to regulate it.  

PARTNERSHIPS 
The agencies that were one of the first ones in the country that deployed RSU units and broadcasted 
SPaT, had invested extensive time and energy to reach the current level of maturity. New agencies can 
learn from the lessons they learned and find a partner that has been through this before. 

Some of the examples of cross-department partnerships within the agency for deploying SPaT challenge: 

• Surveying department (MCDOT and Utah) 
• Construction projects Connected vehicle work zone and smarter road work zone (MCDOT) 
• In the FCC licensing process, we worked with the wireless department for the county (MCDOT) 

Some of the examples of external partnerships:  

• Maricopa County DOT has limited number of OBUs (currently 14), but the department has 
reached out to people to encourage them to buy OBUs and put it on vehicles. First, they started 
by having OBUs on emergency vehicles. Then, they reached out to Homeowner Association 
asking for volunteers from the general public that wanted to participate. Strong neighborhood 
communications have helped MCDOT to bring public awareness to the issue. MCDOT is also 
looking to have OBUs on county vehicles. MCDOT is looking forward to collaborating with fire 
industry to investigate the possibility of having on board units on fire department vehicles (Also, 
Department of Homeland Security and Federal Emergency Management Agency could be 
potential supporters). MCDOT has also worked with Discovery Chanel Canada to create a video 
to demonstrate the connected vehicle technology. View this video in the NOCoE’s resource page 
for connected and automated vehicles (Source: MCDOT Communications YouTube Channel). 

OTHER CONNECTED VEHICLE APPLICATIONS 
Some agencies around the country are considering non-spat applications which can also be very 
valuable since it will help with enhancing public safety. It would be interesting to have a resource that 
list all the connected vehicle applications (both SPaT and non-SPaT) that are pursued in real world by 
public agencies. We need to effectively communicate the value of these applications and also educate 
people on the fact that OEMs are moving toward a Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV) world. 
MCDOT is currently working on finalizing con-ops for V2V emergency vehicle pre-emption applications 
project. The intent is to inform other drivers that an emergency vehicle is nearby.  

https://transportationops.org/resources-connected-and-autonomous-vehicles
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnpDnsnNLGNuDbORGdpejQA
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OTHER TOPICS 

• Additional SPaT applications: In Utah experience, 3 quarters of the budget was spent on 
software development for the MMITSS application. The whole application process took 3.5 
years until they got operational in November 2017. SRM & SSM message broadcasting was not 
enabled out of the box and needed some additional work. It is essential to have a software 
engineer on the team to achieve additional SPaT applications. Deploying the SPaT challenge 
helps the agency to gain experience before planning for additional applications. Also, agencies 
may need to pay additional fees for new firmware and software for new applications. It will be 
helpful to have a smart comprehensive procurement process to have negotiation power with 
the vendor on additional items.  

• V2I hub: V2I hub is a roadside software to facilitate communication between new connected 
vehicle hardware and existing traffic control equipment & systems. For more information, see 
the NOCoE webinar recording from 00:38:53 to 00:52:17 

• SPaT Maintenance: We need to have continuous health monitoring after deployment. We 
need to make the issues appear to someone in the system if RSUs are not working (unlike other 
transportation issues, users won't know, most of it is invisible). The difference in maintenance 
issues is bolder as we move from small test beds to large scale implementations. We need to 
establish maintenance policy for both critical infrastructure and non-critical infrastructure 
system. 

• Automated Traffic Signal Performance Measures: Click here to view a presentation on 
Utah’s Experience with Automated Traffic Signal Performance Measures. 

FUTURE TOPICS 
Some of the topics that could be further discussed in future are:  

• Case studies of Arizona and California for Priority and coordination 

• TTS: Texas, Florida, and Nevada experience 

• Proprietary limits of vendor software products 

• Data retention, data sharing and applications 

• The need for GPS correction messages (specified through standards developed by RTCM) 

POTENTIAL FUTURE RESOURCES 
• A list of agencies that have currently acquired the FCC licensing based on the registration 

database and the locations of the roadside units that are registered (NOCoE) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ03e76GJv8&t=6s
https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/Utah%E2%80%99s%20Experience%20with%20Automated%20Traffic%20Signal%20Performance%20Measures_NOCoE%20Peer%20Exchange.pdf
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• A list of all the connected vehicle applications (both SPaT and non-SPaT) that are pursued in real 
world by public agencies (NOCoE) 
 

• A list of pre-qualified vendors identifying the Roadside Units and On the Board Units 
vendors/models that meet the minimum requirements and their respective compatible 
controller vendors/models (A need from other industry/agency leaders) 

• A template MAP for each application based on the level of accuracy (A need from other 
industry/agency leaders) 

• A specification on required ranges, the number of nodes and level of accuracy and distance from 
intersection for each connected vehicle application (MAP needs) (A need from other 
industry/agency leaders) 

• Sharing the examples of successful procurement documents on NOCoE website (A need from 
other industry/agency leaders) 
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APPENDIX A, SUMMARY TABLE OF SPAT CHALLENGE STATUS UPDATES FROM STATES 
Presentation by UDOT CalTrans Carnegie Mellon 

University 
Location Salt Lake City, UT Palo Alto, CA Pittsburgh, 

Cranberry - PA 
Number of Deployed 
Intersections 

24 11 35 

MAP Message Broadcast 24 11 11 
Planned 150 6 200 
Central System 
Connectivity 

100% 20% 100% 

Fixed/Actuated Signal all actuated all actuated 1/3 fixed; 2/3 real 
time adaptive 

RTCMs No Yes No 
In-house/Contract Both contract and in-house Contract, PATH Contract, CMU 

Formal Procurement 
Process 

Yes No   

Current Applications Transit signal priority transit signal priority, freight 
signal priority   

  

Future Applications   Eco-Approach/Departure   
Notes 1. Combination of in-house 

and contract. MAPs were 
developed in-house. 
Contractor performed 
most other tasks, with 
oversight and input. 2. CAV 
Support: Coalition for 
Safety Sooner, AV 
Legislation. 3. No formal 
plan for maintaining or 
upgrading. We have plans 
for expanding the use of 
SPaT.  

1. We will test Red-light 
violation warnings application 
next Summer with Valeo. 2. 
California Connected Vehicle 
Test Bed: Established in Palo 
Alto in 2005 by Caltrans, the 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, and PATH.First-in-
the-nation facility for testing CV 
applications using Dedicated 
Short Range Communications 
(DSRC) on public roads. 
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Presentation by FDOT MCDOT TXDOT 
Location Tallahassee, Florida Anthem, AZ    
Number of Deployed 
Intersections 

24 11   

MAP Message 
Broadcast 

24 11   

Planned 100+ 100+ 20 (minimum) 
Central System 
Connectivity 

0% 100%   

Fixed/Actuated 
Signal 

most semi-actuated all semi-actuated   

RTCMs No No   
In-house/Contract Both contract and in-house Both contract (U of A) and 

in-house 
  

Formal Procurement 
Process 

Yes Yes   

Current Applications   MMITSS (I-SIG: Intelligent 
Traffic Signal System, 
PREEMPT: Emergency 
Vehicle Preemption with 
Proximity Warning, TSP: 
Transit Signal Priority, FSP: 
Freight Signal Priority, PED-
SIG: Mobile Accessible 
Pedestrian Signal System) 
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Presentation by MDOT 
Location Ann Arbor, City of Detroit, 

USDOT SE MI Test Bed - MI 
# of Deployed Intersections 110 
MAP Message Broadcast 100% 
Planned 500 
Central System Connectivity 100% 
Fixed/Actuated Signal Estimate 30% fixed/70% 

actuated 
RTCMs No 
In-house/Contract Combination (mostly contract)  
Formal Procurement Process Yes (See note 2) 
Current Applications Multiple OEMs, and Suppliers 

are actively using the 
intersections for application 
testing. 

Future Applications Transit Signal Priority, transit 
preemption, emergency vehicle 
preemption 

Notes 1.Ongoing maintenance and 
operations is handed via 
contracts. 2.DTMB Procurement 
for bulk hardware purchases. 
Contractor procured for design 
projects. 3. We have endorsed a 
number of initiatives related to 
connected and automated 
vehicle testing and 
deployments. 4. We have the 
following programmatic 
elements in place.  Hardware 
specifications and design 
standards, as-needed CV 
infrastructure designers, 
prequalified installation 
contractors, infrastructure 
hardware integrators, back 
office system and application 
development contracts, field 
infrastructure maintenance 
contract, as needed- CV 
programmatic support contract, 
as-needed MAP data collection 
and development contract. 
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APPENDIX B, FIELD DEMO & MEDIA COVERAGE 
The positive news coverage for Utah and NOCoE is provided below. The news was featured on Utah 
DOT’s Facebook page, local news affiliates KSL TV (NBC Affiliate), Fox13, Deseret News.  

Utah DOT Facebook post 

      

 

 

 

The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) showcased the nation's 
first operational deployment of a new radio-based connected vehicle 
technology (CAV) today to state and national transportation officials. 

The demonstration was part of a three-day workshop with several 
transportation leaders to share best practices and highlight the 
department's nationally recognized Redwood Road CAV project. 

“We are innovating the future now right here in Utah," said Blaine 
Leonard, UDOT technology and innovation engineer. "This workshop is a 
great opportunity for us to share how we are using technology to keep 
traffic moving. As CAV technology continues to develop, we will look for 
additional ways it can help us reduce delays and improve safety on Utah’s 
roads.” 

UDOT’s first-in-the-nation deployment of CAV technology uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communications (DSRC) radios, designed specifically for CAV 
applications. This system is helping Utah Transit Authority buses arrive on 
time at bus stops along Redwood Road between 3500 South and 8020 
South. 

UDOT has installed DSRC radios at most signalized intersections on 
Redwood Road in this area, as well as on UTA buses. Using these radios, 
UTA buses and the traffic signals at each intersection can “talk” to each 
other. 

A computer onboard each bus checks its schedule status as it drives. If 
the bus is behind schedule, the computer sends a request to the nearest 
traffic signal to extend the green time. A computer within the traffic 
signal control cabinet at the intersection reviews the information from 
the bus and adjusts the green signal time, allowing the bus to proceed 
through. 

This process is completely automated, and takes place without any 
actions by the driver. The signals are connected to UDOT’s fiber optic 
network, so engineers in the UDOT Traffic Operations Center can monitor 
the system’s performance. 

Currently, four UTA buses are equipped with radios and computers to 
utilize this system. Another four will be equipped in the coming weeks, 
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KSL TV - KSL News article and video link 

                  

This is the first stretch of road in the U.S. that successfully operates like this, and UDOT demonstrated it 
to visiting transportation officials Wednesday as part of a workshop. 

“I think it’s really exciting in the way that we are able to actually utilize this for public good,” said Patrick 
Son, managing director of the National Operations Center of Excellence. “I mean, just in terms of saving 
people’s lives and preventing crashes, it can make a difference.” 

Leonard points out that while the system is not that sophisticated yet, automobile makers are starting to 
work on this capability in their vehicles. Policy makers are also starting to get a handle on the decisions 
that will be necessary to make this technology work legally and logistically. 

Fox 13 – Fox 13 news article and video link 

      

The Utah Department of Transportation has developed a communication system between UTA buses 
and traffic signals that will help buses arrive on time. 

https://www.ksl.com/?sid=46261718&nid=148&title=utah-transportation-officials-hope-new-technology-can-prevent-crashes
http://fox13now.com/2018/02/14/udot-unveils-technology-to-help-buses-arrive-on-time/
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It’s called Dedicated Short Range Communications, and it uses a software system called Multi-Modal 
Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems. 

UDOT’s engineers have installed cabinets with the technology inside of them along with radio systems at 
24 intersections along Redwood Road between 400 South and 8000 South. It’s the first operational 
communications system of its kind in the country. 

Deseret News – Deseret News article 

"After seeing how this works, we’re able to learn what all these deployers have done and what we can 
exchange in terms of all the other DOTs working on this," Son said. "That experience is what the rest of 
the industry needs to really deploy this on a faster scale." 

“The connected part is the vehicles communicating or talking with others — talking with other vehicles, 
talking with the infrastructure, talking with other travelers,” Leonard said. 

“I think it’s really exciting in the way that we are able to actually utilize this for public good,” said Patrick 
Son, managing director of the National Operations Center of Excellence. “I mean, just in terms of saving 
people’s lives and preventing crashes, it can make a difference.” 

https://www.deseretnews.com/article/900010404/udot-smart-vehicle-network-lays-groundwork-for-transportations-future.html
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